Adding Works to ORCID Account (Importing from ResearcherID via Publons)

1. Sign in to your Publons account.

2. Under Settings, click Permissions.

* You need to import your publications into your Publons profile before linking with ORCID.
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3. Click **Link Your ORCID** and follow the steps to link your ORCID account to Publons.

Account sign in & security

You can manage emails, create or change your password, connect sign in methods, and request deletion of your account.

Your account sign in & security changes will apply to Web of Science, EndNote, ResearcherID, Publons, and other Clarivate Analytics products.

Connected accounts provide flexibility in sign in options. We do not post back information to your social accounts. If you remove a connected account, your email address will not be automatically removed. You can remove the email address from the Emails tab.

More Options

[Connect]
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4. Your ResearcherID appears under Other IDs.

5. Once your ORCID account is linked, navigate back to Permissions and click Grant Publons Permission to Update your ORCID Works.
6. Click **Export Publications to ORCID Now**.

7. Authored publications are added under **Works**.